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Dated baselines needed for projections

https://nca2009.globalchange.gov/projected-shifts-forest-types/index.html



● 1950 onwards; ○ before 1950; + fossil



Mapping distributional changes

• Requires georeferenced data

• Requires collecting dates or bounded proxies thereof

– Directly for time axis

– Because places change boundaries over time
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Provinces of Cuba

1.   Pinar del Rio

3.   La Habana

5.   Matanzas

10. Camagüey

Four have the same 

name as in 1879, but 

only Matanzas has 

same boundaries1879-1976

2011-2017
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55% of 490,000 mollusk records have at least year 

collected. Need proxies for that date for other sources.



Finding proxies for collecting date

• Dates of birth and death of collectors and dates 

of death of previous owners provide bounds

• Dates of other significant events

– Accession records

– Field notes

– Correspondence

– Obituaries, biographical notices

– Geneological records

• Original labels (dates often not transcribed)

– Handwriting analysis where source of label unknown

– Vintage of names on labels (taxonomic & geographic)
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Died 1885

Died 1859

No date collected; date catalogued 1954; source died 1885; collector died 1859.

If type status correct, collected by 1838. When was Nuttall near Salem, Oregon?
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Often, donor’s source erroneously listed as collector: W. G. Binney is not 

known to have traveled to Sri Lanka. Laborious to determine record-by-

record. But provenance at accession/acquisition level also can help.

education



• Report of the Conchological Section, Proceedings of the 

Academy of Natural Sciences, 1887, p. 420
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Now 5716 lots (some since split), 18,878 specimens. Frank 

Stout died by 1891, so his handwriting on labels in other 

lots might constrain their collecting dates. 10



• Tryon, G. W. 1862 (March). A sketch of the history of 

conchology in the United States. American Journal of 

Arts and Sciences 33: 
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Letter from A. D. Brown to G. W. Tryon 

in June 1861 stating that he has all but 

a dozen species of West Indian land 

snails in his collection. ANSP Archives 

collection 98, box 3, folder 2.
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One-to-many for provenance data could allow 

automated inference of dates associated with agents
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Kind of agent

• person

• expedition

• institution

• admin unit

• organization

• vessel

Allows synonymy of agent names (e.g., Harry Pilsbry)



Events and relationships
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affliation

acquisition

address

attendance

birth

candidate

citizenship

correspondence

death

education

funeral

kinship

marriage

occupation

position

recognition

residence

travel

Kind of record
correspondent

councillor

editor

employee

friend

leader

member

participant

president

research associate

secretary

student

teacher

treasurer

vice-president

volunteer

aunt

child

cousin

grandparent

grandchild

nephew

niece

parent

sibling

spouse

uncle

Relationship between agents



Incorporates dates from Coan & Kabat’s 2400 Years of Malacology
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Bounding dates of collection

• 469,341 records in ANSP malacology database 

have at least country level locality data

• Of these, 43.4% (203,291 records) lack 

collecting date

• For 94.5% of these (192,089) collector, donor or 

prior owner is known, so date of death could 

improve on date of cataloguing as upper bound
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Random sample

• Of records lacking date collected, selected all with 

catalogue number ending in “125”, n=193.

• 124 records had both date of cataloguing and date of 

death; date of death earlier for 40% (49).

• For 24 records without date catalogued, date of death of 

collector or prior owner found 

• For 7 additional records, dates of acquisition or citation 

were earlier than date catalogued

• Overall for 41% (80/193) date better constrained

• Further improvement possible.
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Conclusions

• Biographical and historical information on agents in 

natural history collections can constrain possible 

collecting dates

• Capturing biographical information in standard form would 

allow automated bounding of collecting dates.

• Collection databases need one-to-many structure for 

provenance data to use automated bounding.

• This capability would enhance ability to use data from 

collections to track faunal change over time.
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